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1. Introduction
Slopes exhibit soil moisture gradients that have important ecological influences (e.g. for
grizzly bear habitat).  The moisture at a site depends on, among other things, weather and
climate, soil characteristics (e.g. depth, permeability) and topography.

This project aims to produce a set of models to explore ways to predict soil moisture
given only a digital elevation model (DEM).  Thus, we assume homogeneous soil
characteristics. We are interested in longer-term (ecological) characteristics of soil
moisture rather than short-term (event) characteristics.  The former is more appropriate
for use in predictive ecosystem mapping while the latter are more appropriate for
assessing slope stability.  Thus, we ignore the weather.  Climatic information could be
incorporated into the models, but at present results must be interpreted in light of the
climatic regime in the landscape under study.  In addition, we assume that rainfall, on
average, is evenly distributed across the landscape.

Topography influences soil moisture regimes in a number of ways. Each site in a
landscape can be viewed as having a specific catchment area (upslope contributing area)
and outflow area (downslope).  Slope influences water flow rates, absorption of surface
water, and seepage of sub-surface flow. Aspect influences moisture through
evapotranspiration.

Estimating soil moisture given a DEM can be achieved several ways:
(i) Developing static, local predictors that assess the neighbourhood surrounding

each point in the landscape, and categorize points in slope position categories
(e.g. slope toes, crests, benches, mid-slope, etc.).  Each slope position type has a
characteristic soil moisture regime.  This approach is best achieved using a GIS.

(ii) Developing dynamic spatial simulation models to estimate catchment areas,
seepage and absorption.  Such models can be implemented using a landscape
modelling tool or as an add-on to a GIS.  Given the uncertainty of the estimates, it
is critical that the model be open so that assumptions can be assessed and
modified in gaming exercises.
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In this document, we describe a set of models that implement both static, local predictors
and dynamic simulation models.  The models were implemented using Spatially Explicit
Landscape Event Simulator (SELES) software (Fall and Fall, in press).  SELES combines
discrete event simulation with a spatial database and a relatively simple modelling
language to allow rapid development of landscape simulations.  The models are raster
based, and the only required spatial input is a raster DEM.

There are several steps (sub-models) that need to be run to produce the predictors.  These
sub-models are described in the following sections.  In the conclusion we show the
dependencies among sub-models and provide a brief assessment of the models for usage
as ecological soil moisture predictors.  In the appendix we describe how to run the sub-
models on a given DEM.  We describe these sub-models in three sections, which
correspond to how the sub-models have been grouped in the scenarios described in the
appendix.

2. DEM Pre-processing
A number of useful analyses and transformations of the original DEM are done as a first
step to provide input to the static and dynamic soil moisture prediction models that
follow.

2.1 Pitless DEMs
To run flow models on a DEM, it must not have any “pits”.  That is, from any cell, it
must be possible to find a path the goes downhill or across flat areas (e.g. lakes) until the
edge of the landscape is reached.  A DEM may contain pits for various reasons, including
data errors, scale problems (e.g. a small scale DEM may miss details such as canyons),
and rasterization problems (if the DEM was originally in vector format).

The first sub-model developed takes a DEM and fills in pits producing a “pitless” DEM.
This is a common first step for flow modelling (Pack et al., 1998; Tarboton, 1997).  This
sub-model essentially identifies depressions in the DEM, and iteratively increments the
elevation in such depressions until a pitless DEM is formed.

2.2 Flow Direction Algorithms (D8 and D )
For some applications, it is useful to produce a pre-computed flow direction raster that
indicates (in degrees) for each cell the expected direction of surface and sub-surface
water flow. Note that this is essentially an aspect map.  A number of flow direction
algorithms have been proposed in the literature, and the two we have implemented are
called D8 and D∞. The first is a simple approach in which each cell flows into one of its
nearest eight neighbours (cardinal and diagonal).  This can be viewed as selecting a flow
direction that is aligned to 45-degree boundaries. D∞, developed by Tarboton (1997),
generalizes this simple approach to allow a flow in any direction (although we limit
direction to integral degrees in the range [0,360]. This algorithm is an improvement over
D8 and is relatively simple to implement (as contrasted with other detailed catchment
area algorithms such as the one by Costa-Cabral and Burges (1994)).  It forms the basis
for the terrain stability mapping in SINMAP (Pack et al., 1998).
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In a flow model, D8 is simple since the flow from each cell is just passed on to a single
neighbour during accumulation.  In D∞, unless the flow direction is aligned to 45-degree
boundaries, the flow must be partitioned among two neighbours.   This is done
proportional to the difference in angles from the originating cells to the neighbour cells
relative to the flow direction.

2.3 Contributing Area
Another useful product from a DEM is the contributing area (or upslope catchment size)
for each cell in the landscape.  If we assume that each cell contributes one unit of “water
input”, then this can be determined using a FlowDirection raster as follows:
(i) Start at local peaks (cells that do not have any upslope neighbours).
(ii) Accumulate area downslope, adding one for each cell.  Pass accumulated area to a

one or more downhill neighbours based on the FlowDirection (dividing
proportionally as necessary).

(iii) Flow across flat areas to determine the total inputs from all cells on the perimeter
of the flat area.

(iv) Stop when flow is off the edge of the landscape.

There are a number of details that need to be handled properly to make this algorithm
work correctly (e.g. for handling flat areas).  The important idea is to compute the area
(number of uphill cells) that contributes to the flow into each cell.

Rather than each cell contributing a single unit of area, this algorithm could be modified
so that each cell contributes a value relative to its surface area (since in a flat world-view
of a DEM, a steep cell has a larger surface area than a flat one).

Contributing area can be used as an estimate of watercourse size.  Streams and rivers will
have large contributing areas.  Hence, an appropriate classification of contributing area
could be used to categorize upland areas and streams by order.

2.4 Soil Wetness Index
This sub-model computes the soil moisture index from SINMAP (Pack et al., 1998).  To
facilitate storage of the resulting map, this index is computed in the range [0,100] instead
of [0,1]. The index is computed as:

SoilMoisture = 100 * MIN((R/T) * (SpecificCatchmentArea /  SIN(θ)))
where
(i) R/T is a parameter.  R is the steady state recharge rate (m/hr).  T is the soil

transmissivity (m2/hr) and is the product of hydraulic conductivity (m/hr) and soil
thickness (m).  The default value is 1/2000 (m-1).  In SINMAP, the default range
for this value is between 1/2000 and 1/3000.

(ii) SpecificCatchmentArea is the contributing area per unit of cell width.
Contributing area (in m2) is computed by multiplying the layer ContributingArea
by cell size. Thus SpecificCatchmentArea = ContributingArea * CellWidth.

(iii) θ is the slope angle, determined from slope in percent as: ARCTAN(Slope/100).
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3.  Local Slope Position Predictors
This sub-model attempts to predict slope position using a local and static definition:
(i) Slope toes are areas with slope < 25° that are within 100m of uphill areas with

slope > 40°.
(ii) Slope crests are areas with slope < 25° that are within 100m of downhill areas

with slope > 40°.
(iii) Benches are areas that are both toes and crests.

The assumption is that soil moisture will accumulate and seep at the toes of slopes,
producing ecologically different communities than on steeper slopes or further from the
bottom of a slope.  Similarly, crests will be drier than other areas.

Using a neighbourhood function, these areas can easily be identified.  Such a model can
be implemented in a GIS scripting language or in SELES.

The main limitation of this approach is that it does not consider effects further away than
the neighbourhood distance.  So, for example, there is no way to differentiate toe cells
based on the length of the slope above.  In addition, according to the definition to toes,
the steep uphill cells do not need to actually flow into the lower slope cell.

4. Flow Models
We implemented dynamic flow models to estimate the flow of sub-surface water
downhill and the resulting mean soil moisture across the landscape.  This model estimates
mesic areas resulting from flow down slopes. This is done in three steps:
(i) Dynamically model water flow downhill.  Each cell contributes flow based on its

surface area (which depends on slope), where flat cells contribute a single unit of
flow.  As water flows down hill, it may seep to the surface when slope becomes
more gradual.

(ii) Based on the seepage of water at slope toes, a second model flows uphill to
estimate soil moisture upslope from toes (e.g. to identify mesic slopes).

(iii) Finally, small patches identified as mesic are filtered out to produce the final soil
moisture map (from which mesic slopes can be identified).

4.1 Downhill flow
The downhill flow sub-model produces two layers: Flow and Seepage.  Flow is an
estimate of the sub-surface flow at each cell in the landscape, while Seepage is an
estimate of the water seeping to the surface.  Since flow is modelled explicitly, flow and
seepage will be greater on longer slopes.

We implemented two versions of downhill flow.  The first is a general model that allows
(through parameter settings) flexibility in how flow is channelled to downhill neighbours.
Extreme settings allow flow to be concentrated down the steepest slope gradient to a
single neighbour (as in the D8 algorithm) or down the shallowest slope gradient.
Intermediate settings can cause flow to be distributed among the downhill neighbours
either evenly or skewed (positively or negatively) based on elevation difference.  Such
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dispersed flow is useful to model the fact that cell don’t have single “outlets”, the effects
of water conductivity, and uncertainty in the DEM.

This first flow model differs from the model that computed contributing area described
above in a number of ways:
(i) A cell may flow to ALL its downhill neighbours, dividing the flow relative to the

difference in elevation (e.g. the lower a neighbour is, the more flow it receives).
This essentially produces an expected mean flow from a cell to downhill
neighbours.

(ii) Flow is based on surface area, and is not just a cell count (i.e. using slope, the
length of the cell surface is used, so that steeper cells generate more flow).  This
is so that accumulated flow represents slope length, not horizontal distance.

(iii) Flow only accumulates on slopes.  There are two threshold parameters. Slopes
less than SeepageThreshold (default: 30%) do not accumulate flow.  Slopes
greater than SlopeThreshold (default: 40%) accumulate as above.   Slopes in
between accumulate a proportion of the above flow specified by the parameter
SubSlopeAccumProp (default: 0).

(iv) Flow SEEPS on less steep areas.  On slopes less than SeepageThreshold, flow
seeps at SeepageRate proportion of flow (default: 0.25).  On slopes between
SeepageThreshold and SlopeThreshold, flow seeps at SubSlopeSeepageRate
proportion of flow (default: 0). All flow dissipates when a stream is encountered,
as controlled by the StreamThreshold parameter.

Thus, flow accumulates as it descends down a slope, and seeps out when the slope
flattens.  On a bench, residual flow from a slope above may contribute to the flow of a
second slope.  Slope toe areas will be those where seepage is maximal for a given
Seepage patch.

The second version of the downhill flow sub-model is very similar to the first, except that
flow is proportionally divided among the downhill neighbours identified by the
FlowDirection map (and hence can be based on the D8 or D∞ algorithms).

As with the ContributingArea produced by the pre-processing step, these models begin at
the local peaks in the landscape.  Flow is transferred to downhill neighbours according to
the specific algorithms of the two approaches.

4.2 Uphill redistribution of flow
The goal of this sub-model is to re-distribute identified seepage upslope to identify mesic
slopes in order to account for uphill influence of soil moisture. This sub-model frst
identifies toes, and then spreads seepage uphill from seepage sites into a MesicSlope
layer.  Moisture accumulates upwards proportional to the amount of downhill flow at the
cel.  It also decays depending on the cell length (determined using Slope) and Slope class.
Moisture in low slope cells (<= MinUphillSlope) will decline by a base rate defined as:
cell length * MesicRate. Thus MesicRate is the base amount of seepage loss uphill per
unit distance.  For example, if MesicRate is 1, seepage in a cell with Slope of 100% will
decline by 2, resulting in seepage "climbing" halfway up the slope. The default value is
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0.5.  Moisture in steep cells (>= MaxUphillSlope) will stop (i.e. seepage will decline by
the current moisture flow).  Moisture in cells with slopes in between will decline by the
base rate plus a proportional amount of the current moisture based on their slope.

4.3 Filtering mesic patches
The last step is to remove MesicSlope patches that are too small or weak. Thus sub-
model checks each mesic slope patch resulting from the above two steps and determine
its size and maximum moisture value.  The parameters that control this process are:

- MinPatchSize (default: 25 cells):  The minimum size of patch to retain as a
mesic slope patch

- MinPatchMagnitude (default: 10 units): The minimum total moisture for the
entire patch to call it a mesic slope patch.

This sub-model avoids producing a mesic slope map that has many small patches, and
increases confidence that the identified patches correspond to mesic areas on the
landscape. Note: the final MesicSlope patches include cells of high and low moisture. It
may be necessary to also filter out low moisture cells to get the desired results.

5. Summary
The following diagram shows the inter-dependencies among the sub-models presented.

Generally, the “pre-processing” models must be run prior to any of the other models.
Then the static, local slope position model and the slope flow models can be run.

ElevationSlope

FlowDirectionContributingAreaPitlessElevation

Pre-processing

Static, Local
SlopePosition

SlopePosition

Slope Flow

Flow Seepage MesicAreas

SoilWetness
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Identifiers in rectangles indicate layers and ovals indicate model scenarios.  An arrow
from a layer into a scenario indicates that the scenario requires that layer.  An arrow from
a scenario to a layer indicates that the scenario produces that layer as output.  For the
slope flow scenario, the dashed line from FlowDirection indicates that only one of the
two versions of this model requires that layer as input.

5.1 Model Assessment for Estimating Ecological Soil Moisture
The following is a brief summary of the advantages and disadvantages of the four
approaches to estimating soil moisture based on a DEM.

(i) Static, Local Slope Position (SlopePosition): This approach is simple and easy to
run from a GIS.  It main drawback is that the characteristics of the upslope area
above a cell (slope length, catchment area, etc.) are not taken into consideration.
Hence, it likely misses some mesic areas and includes some areas that should not
be classified as mesic.

(ii) SINMAP Soil Wetness (in the PreProcessing scenario): This approach requires
first computing the catchment area of each cell (based on D∞).  Given the
contributing area, slope and pitless elevation layers, computing soil wetness is
straightforward.  It requires only an estimate of the ratio of the steady state
recharge (m/hr) R divided by soil transmissivity T (m2/hr), which is hydraulic
conductivity (m/hr) times soil thickness (m).  This soil moisture index is output in
SINMAP (Pack et al., 1998) as a by-product of terrain stability evaluation.  The
main disadvantage of this approach is that it is concerned with soil moisture for
terrain stability and not ecological community.  As such, it focuses on water flow
concentration downhill into major accumulation areas.  This is then used to
evaluate risk of mass movement.  Ecological communities associated with mesic
conditions arise due to an above-average source of soil moisture at a site.  The
focus should be on water flow diffusion downhill and seepage to near-surface soil,
since we are concerned with which areas of the landscape are receiving relatively
more water due to flow from upslope sources.

(iii) Flow with redistribution: This approach essentially produces a downhill flow
layer and then redistributes flow back uphill to account for backup of soil
moisture and the resulting ecological consequences. Flow is accumulated
downhill, with seepage at lower slope areas (hence at slope toes).  In a second
step, seepage is spread back uphill with decay to influence uphill areas based on
the amount of seepage, the downhill flow, and the slope gradient. This approach is
more complex than the other approaches, requiring simulation.  However, the
advantage is that there is much more control over how water flows downhill, how
it seeps, and how seepage is redistributed.  There are two versions of this
approach which differ in how the downhill flow is determined:

(iiia) Concentrated Flow with redistribution (SlopeFlow2): This scenario
uses the concentrated downhill flow resulting from the D8 or D∞
algorithms as a basis.  As such it suffers from the disadvantages
outlined in (ii) above.
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(iiib) Diffused Flow with redistribution (SlopeFlow): This scenario allows
substantial flexibility (via parameter settings) in how water flows
downhill.  Water can be concentrated either in the steepest or
gentlest downhill directions, or diffused among downhill neighbours
(either homogeneously or based on slope).  One advantage of this
approach is that it supports gaming with parameters to see the
influence on the resulting output maps.  It tends to identify areas of
high soil moisture areas as patches rather than as a dendritic network
(i.e. more linear as in a stream network) as produced by the models
based on D8 or D∞ ((ii) and (iiia) ahove).

5.2 Model Application
To apply and interpret the models described requires a raster DEM, a current version of
SELES, and the model specifications.  Follow the directions in the appendix to set up and
run the models.  We recommend that some gaming (parameter modification) be done
with the models to assess how a given landscape responds to different parameter values.

The flow models were constructed to provide estimates of relative moisture regimes and
not absolute regimes.  An absolute estimate of mean annual soil moisture would require
spatial soil information and climate data.  These models attempt to identify areas in a
landscape that are likely to have higher moisture than other areas in the landscape.  Hence
interpretation requires local knowledge of the climate regime.  Ideally, ground truthing
would be done in a landscape to assess the accuracy of the model output.

Future refinement and extension of these models could include adding the influence of
aspect (north and northeast aspects tend to have high higher moisture than south and
southwest aspects due to differential evapotranspiration).  Also, given the results of these
models, a post-processing step could be added to categorize slope position.  Currently,
this is left up to interpretation of the output maps.
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Appendix: Running the models
The following scenarios implement the models.  They are set up to load the required GIS
information, run the models, and save the results.  To run a scenario, simply start SELES
and open the indicated scenario file. Results are output in GRASS GIS format to a folder
called “gisData” that is a subdirectory of where the model files are located.  Note that
subdirectories “cell” and “cellhd” are required as sub-folders of “gisData”.

1.  scenarioPreProcessing
This scenario produces "pitless elevation", “flow direction”, “contributing area” and “soil
wetness” maps from a given DEM (slope and elevation). The model FillPits.lse fills in
basins by creating a WaterDepth layer and adding this to Elevation. The models
FlowDirection.lse and FixFlatAreas.lse produce a flow direction map according to the D8
or D∞ algorithms depending on the parameter UseDInfinity. The models
AccumulateFlow.lse and FlatFlow.lse produce a contributing area map according to the
flow direction layer. Due to the way AccumulateFlow.lse works, the flow for flat areas is
only correct at the outflow cell.  The model FlatFlow.lse updates the ContributingArea
layer for flat areas to correct this. The model SoilWetness.lse computes the soil wetness
index from SINMAP.

TO RUN: Simply open scenarioPreProcessing from within SELES.
REQUIREMENTS: DEM (Elevation in metres and Slope in percent)

To apply the model on a different DEM, modify the elevation and slope inputs in
scenarioPreProcessing, and change the CellWidth constant in PreProcessing.sel
(default: 20m).

TIME TO RUN: Approximately 2 - 3 minutes on a 200Mz Pentium desktop for a DEM
of dimensions 527x459.

OUTPUTS: PitlessElevation is the pitless elevation layer, FlowDirection is the direction
of water flow, ContributingArea is the accumulated flow layer, and SoilWetness
is the soil wetness index.  All are saved at the end of the simulation in the
directory .\gisData in GRASS format.

2.  scenarioSlopePosition
This scenario produces a map that identifies slope toes, crests and benches. A toe cell is
defined as "a cell less than 25% slope that is within 100m of a higher cell greater than
40% slope".  A crest cell is defined as "a cell less than 25% slope that is within 100m of a
lower cell greater than 40% slope".  A bench cell is both a toe and a crest.  NOTE: In
rugged terrain (e.g. the mountains of the sample data set), few crests are found, since few
cells have slope less than 25%.

This model is scale dependent, and is currently set for cells of width 20m.  To change
this, change the global constant CellWidth in SlopePosition.sel.

TO RUN: Simply open scenarioSlopePosition from within SELES.
REQUIREMENTS: Pitless DEM and Slope

To apply the model on a different landscape, modify the elevation and slope
inputs in scenario SlopePosition, and change the CellWidth constant in
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SlopePosition.sel (default: 20m).
TIME TO RUN: A few seconds for a landscape of dimensions 527x459.
OUTPUTS: SlopePosition shows Toes (1), Crests (2) and Benches (3).  This layer is

saved at the end of the simulation in the directory .\gisData in GRASS format.

3.  scenarioSlopeFlow
This scenario estimates mesic areas resulting from flow down slopes as described in
section 4.  This is done in three steps.  First SlopeFlow.lse accumulates downhill flow.
Then the model UphillFlow.lse identifies slope toes, and flows seepage uphill from these
into a MesicSlope layer.  In the last step, FilterMesicSlope.lse removes MesicSlope
patches that are too small or weak. If size is less than MinPatchSize, or it maximum
moisture value is less than MinPatchMagnitude, then the patch is removed. To see which
patches were removed, compare the final Visited layer with the final MesicSlope layer.

TO RUN: Simply open scenarioSlopeFlow (or scenarioSlopeFlow2 to use the D∞ flow
direction algorithm) from within SELES.

PARAMETERS (see SlopeFlow.sel for details)
SlopeFlow.lse

SlopeThreshold - slope above which a cell is defined as a "slope"
SeepageThreshold - slope below which a cell is defined as a potential

seepage site
SubSlopeAccumProp - proportion of flow that accumulated on sub-slopes
SubSlopeSeepageRate - rate of seepage on sub-slopes
SeepageRate - rate of seepage on seepage sites
StreamThreshold - threshold above which a cell is defined as a stream and

all flow dissipates. It is important that this be relevant
for the input ContributingArea layer.

UphillFlow.lse
MaxUphillSlope - slope above which there is no further uphill flow
MinUphillSlope - slope below which there is full uphill flow (with normal

uphill decay)
MesicRate - base amount of uphill seepage decay

FilterMesicSlope.lse
MinPatchSize - minimum number of cells required to keep a

MesicSlope patch
MinPatchMagnitude - minimum magnitude (max. seepage in a patch) required

to keep a MesicSlope patch

    REQUIREMENTS: Pitless DEM, Slope and Streams (accumulated flow)
To apply the model on a different landscape, modify the elevation and slope
inputs in scenarioSlopeFlow.

    TIME TO RUN: Approximately 3 - 3 1/2 minutes on a 200Mz Pentium desktop for a
DEM of dimensions 527x459.

    OUTPUTS: Flow shows the accumulated slope flow, Seepage shows the seepage areas
and MesicSlope shows the mesic slope patches.  These layers are saved at the end
of the simulation in the directory .\gisData in GRASS format.


